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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes the flooding which occurred in Alyth on 17 July 2015 and the
joint agency investigation into its probable causes by Perth & Kinross Council, SEPA
and SNH.

The Council has investigated the background to the flooding, the likely flood
mechanism, its impact and the immediate response and recovery efforts. The
Council has also considered the influence of rainfall, debris and beavers on the
flooding. SEPA has investigated the hydrological context of the flooding to establish
its likely causes and rarity. SNH have investigated if beaver activity in the area could
have exacerbated the extent of the flooding. All three organisations have coordinated
their investigations and have shared information and initial conclusions during this
process. The final investigation reports from the Council, SEPA and SNH sit
alongside one another and together form the joint agency report.

Eye witness accounts, hydrological data and photographic and video evidence have
been used in this investigation to develop a timeline of events for the flooding on 17
July 2015. However, there are some discrepancies and conflicts between the various
accounts of what happened, and a degree of judgement has been necessary to
balance this information.

It is clear that extreme rainfall and high flows within the Alyth Burn were the primary
cause of the flooding on 17 July 2015. The rainfall recorded within the surrounding
area by SEPA (34-59mm at various gauges, suggesting a total of 55 to 60mm over
the Alyth catchment) confirms that more than half the average rainfall for the entire
month of July fell within a six-hour period. This resulted in a peak flow in the Alyth
Burn estimated by SEPA to be around 40 m3/s. The channel of the Alyth Burn within
the town (with an estimated capacity of 15 m3/s) was unable to contain such a high
flow and this resulted in the flooding. It was an extremely rare event: it seems to
have been the largest in the last 140 years and could be as rare as a 0.5% annual
probability (the so-called 200 year flood).

Four footbridges collapsed with varying impacts. Two of the footbridges collapsed
during the flood event (Alyth No 1 and the Cairnleith footbridge) and are likely to
have significantly impeded the flow of flood water in the channel. However the other
two footbridges (Alyth Museum and Alyth Hotel) collapsed after the peak of the
flooding and the impact of this is likely to have been insignificant.

The timber and woody debris within the watercourse is a typical feature of any flood
of such magnitude, particularly when sections of the watercourse have wooded
banks. This debris was a very visible consequence of the high flows in the
watercourse. While the collapsed footbridges, timber and woody debris may have
locally influenced flow patterns, it was not the cause of the flooding. Furthermore, our
investigations suggest that flooding would have occurred even if the collapsed
footbridges and debris had not been present.

The debris consisted of a mixture of uprooted trees and branches, sawn and cut
timber, telegraph poles, a skip and other general waste material. The uprooted trees
came from eroded river banks upstream of Alyth. This was caused by high flows in
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the watercourse during the flood event and was therefore very difficult to predict or
prevent. Other sawn and cut timber and general waste material was also observed
but the sources of this material remain unclear and this could have arisen from
several locations within the catchment area. SNH does not own or have any
responsibility for the day to day management of the Den of Alyth, and has not
withheld consent to the Council for the removal of any fallen timber.

As a result, the investigations make it clear that the major contribution to the flooding
in Alyth was the extremely high rainfall and the subsequent water flow.

Investigations have shown that beavers had little, if any, impact on the flooding.
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For further information on this Report please contact:

Perth & Kinross Council
Tel 01738 475000
Email enquiries@pkc.gov.uk

SEPA
Tel 03000 996699
Email flooding@sepa.org.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage
Tel 01738 444177
Email Tayside_grampian@snh.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 - Perth & Kinross Council Report



PERTH AND KINROSS COUNCIL

The Environment Service

18 September 2015

Flooding in Alyth on 17 July 2015

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This report describes the flooding that occurred in Alyth on 17 July 2015 and
Perth & Kinross Council’s subsequent response.

1.2 The Council has carried out an investigation into the probable sequence of
events and reasons why Alyth flooded.

1.3 Eye witness accounts, hydrological data and photographic and video evidence
have been used in this investigation to develop a timeline of events for the
flooding on 17 July 2015. However, there are some discrepancies and
conflicts between the various accounts of what happened, and a degree of
judgement has been necessary to balance this information.

2. BACKGROUND

Catchment Description

2.1 The catchment area of the Alyth Burn (above Alyth town centre) is
approximately 27.2km2 as outlined in red in Figure 1. The Alyth Burn
originates in the Forest of Alyth north of Drumderg. The upper reaches of the
catchment include the Forest of Alyth to the east (where it is met by a small
tributary called the Thief’s Burn) and open moorland to the west (where the
Drumderg Wind farm is located). As the Burn flows south it is met by the
Olies Burn which has a catchment area predominately consisting of open
moorland and agricultural land. The Burn continues to flow south east through
a wooded area (or den) south of Tullymurdoch and to the west of Gauldswell
before running parallel to the C446 road through the Den of Alyth. The
channel becomes more incised at this point before flattening as it flows
through Alyth. The channel has been modified within the town with several
weirs to maintain water levels during low flows. The Burn then flows east
through the golf course and then into the River Isla.

2.2 The standard average annual rainfall for the catchment is 933mm and the
average monthly rainfall for July is approximately 70mm in the surrounding
area.

2.3 The Alyth Burn catchment is steep with areas of open hill grazing and forestry
plantations. As a result, any rainfall can rapidly run off the land surface. This
runoff enters the burn where the dens concentrate and route the flow
downstream. Like many towns, over the last few hundred years Alyth has
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been built on the former flood plain and the burn has been channelled through
the town. Hence the nature of the catchment lends itself to flooding.

Figure 1: The Alyth Burn Catchment (from NERC (CEH) 2

Previous Flooding in Alyth

2.4 There has been a history of flooding in Alyth from the Alyth
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 1 September 1998 – The Arup Scotland “Alyth Burn at Alyth - Flood
Study Report” describes the 1998 flood event as causing significant
flooding to Commercial Street, Pitnacree Street, Market Square, Bridge
Street, Mill Street and Springbank Road. The Johnshill Culvert was also
overloaded leading to further flood water entering Market Square and
adjoining roads. This flood event was due to an intense heavy rainfall of
short duration resulting in a rapid rise and rapid fall in flood water with
the event being over in just a few hours. The number of properties
flooded is unknown but it is thought that five residential and six non-
residential properties could have been damaged (had some properties
not put sandbags in front of their house).

2.5 Members of the local community have indicated that in general there have
been a number of times over the years when water levels within the burn have
been high. Most recently there is evidence indicating that water levels in the
burn were elevated on 12 October 2012 and the burn overtopped its banks on
14 November 2014. It is understood that no properties were flooded during
these events.

Previous Action on Flood Mitigation

2.6 Although public authorities are expected to take a proactive role in managing
and, where achievable, lowering flood risk, the primary responsibility for
avoiding or managing flood risk remains with land and property owners.

2.7 Following the flooding which had occurred in Alyth in 1993 and 1998, the
Council’s Enterprise and Infrastructure Committee approved work in 2001 and
2004 to investigate and promote a flood scheme for Alyth.

2.8 At the time the Flood Prevention (Scotland) Act 1961 provided local
authorities with discretionary powers to promote new flood mitigation
schemes. However only those schemes that could be shown to meet
minimum economic criteria were implemented. The cost of the flood damages
over time prevented by the proposed scheme had to be greater than the cost
of building the flood defences, i.e. they had to achieve a benefit/cost ratio of
greater than 1.0.

2.9 Consulting engineers, Arup Scotland, were engaged to carry out this work but
their flood study reports concluded that the various potential options to
construct walls, raise footbridges and remove weirs along the Alyth Burn in
the centre of Alyth would have a maximum benefit cost ratio of 0.25. This ratio
was considerably below the minimum threshold of 1.0 required to qualify for
grant assistance and therefore the flood scheme could not proceed.

2.10 The findings from Arup’s study were reported to the Council’s Enterprise &
Infrastructure Committee on 24 October 2007 and the committee agreed to
stop work on any proposed flood defences, as they could not be justified.

2.11 Work has since continued on the Council’s other duties to inspect, assess and
maintain the Alyth Burn as required by legislation.
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2.12 In 2009, new legislation introduced additional responsibilities on SEPA, local
authorities and other responsible authorities. These include the production of
a national flood risk assessment, flood hazard and risk maps and flood risk
management plans. The national flood risk assessment was carried out by
SEPA in 2011 and identified Alyth as a Potentially Vulnerable Area. This
meant that Alyth, along with other 262 such areas became a focus of further
flood hazard mapping and flood risk management appraisals carried out by
SEPA and the responsible authorities. New flood hazard maps were published
by SEPA in 2013 and can be viewed in Appendix A.

2.13 Further work to develop a flood risk management plan (or strategy) and a
local flood risk management plan for the Tay catchment is currently ongoing
and has led to a new proposal for a natural flood management study for the
Alyth Burn catchment. This study will form part of the first local flood risk
management plan which is due to be published in June 2016.

3. INVESTIGATION

Perth & Kinross Council undertook an investigation into the probable causes
of the flood event of 17 July 2015 that included:

 A walk over site survey to identify the flow paths of the floodwater from
the Alyth Burn, and the extent of damage to the river banks and other
infrastructure.

 Collection of information on flood history and rainfall data from SEPA.
 Collection of photographic evidence from walk over survey.
 Attendance at Community Council meetings and drop-in sessions in the

Alyth Town Hall to allow residents to give comments directly to the
Council, and to obtain advice from the Council, SEPA, the Scottish
Flood Forum, SNH the emergency services.

 Discussions with residents, businesses and the Community Council to
obtain first hand eye witness accounts of the flooding.

 Collection of residents’ photographs and videos of the event.
 Continued collaboration with SEPA and SNH to investigate the

flooding.

4. FLOOD MECHANISM AND IMPACTS

Flood Mechanism

4.1 The MET Office issued a yellow warning for rain in Central, Tayside and Fife
at 10.39am on Thursday 16 July. The warning was based upon the Met Office
assessment of a medium likelihood of low impacts and was valid from 1.00am
on Friday 17 July until 9.00pm on Saturday 18 July. Additional information
received at 11.05am from the MET Office suggested most areas would see
around 3-6 hours of steady rain, with the risk of some heavier, thundery bursts
at times.
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4.2 SEPA’s Flood Guidance Statement was issued to all Emergency Responder’s
at 10:52am on Thursday 16 July and highlighted that rivers and rapidly-
responding rivers and watercourses, particularly those draining high ground of
Tayside, Angus and southern Aberdeenshire, were expected to respond to a
period of heavy rain on Friday morning. At 12:09pm, public Flood Alerts were
issued for both Tayside and Dundee & Angus drawing attention to the
possibility of flooding to low lying areas from rivers and small water courses.

4.3 During the night of Thursday 16 July and into Friday 17 July a slow moving
band of torrential rain moved north eastwards across Perth & Kinross resulting
in a number of flooding incidents in Alyth, Bankfoot, Perth, Birnam and
Blairgowrie. The torrential rain had the greatest impact in Alyth causing
widespread flooding in the catchment and damage to properties and
structures.

4.4 An initial report of issues at Mill of Fyall near Alyth was received from the
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service at 7.40am. At about 8.00am on Friday 17
July 2015 the Alyth Burn, which runs through the town centre started to
overtop causing extensive flooding to the centre of Alyth. Numerous reports of
flooding to properties were received between 8.11am and 10.09am from
Springbank Road, Market Square, Pitnacree Street, David Street Commercial
Street, Mill Street, Mart Street, Burnside Court, High Street, James Street, Isla
Court, Isla Road, Toutie Street and Burnside Court. Local eyewitness reports
suggest the water level peaked around 9.30am (although a significant depth
of water around 600mm deep was still being reported along Springbank Road
at 10.45am) with the flood water returning fully in bank by approximately
2.00pm that day.

4.5 The areas affected by flooding and the overland flow routes are shown on the
maps in Appendix B. The maps show approximate flood depths, where these
have been reported to the Council, but the actual depths will have varied
greatly within these areas. The precise flood mechanism and timing remains
unclear but from discussions with those present at the time, the general
sequence of events is as follows.

4.6 Water levels in the burn were elevated from about 7:20am but increased
rapidly at about 7:45am. This sudden increase in water level brought a lot of
timber, woody debris and other debris (including a skip and telegraph poles)
down the burn. The debris lodged on the Old Pack Bridge and the footbridges
along Commercial Street, James Street, David Street and Cairnleith Place.
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4.7 Initial reports suggest that flood water started to flow out of the burn and onto
Pitnacree Street and Commercial Street at around 8.00am. The central pier of
Cairnleith footbridge is understood to have collapsed at around 8.30am
resulting in the ultimate failure and collapse of the bridge.

4.8 There were no reports of significant accumulations of debris trapped against
the Bamff Road Bridge. Evidence suggests that the water level at the Bamff
Road bridge was high but did not fully reach the top of the bridge arch. Whilst
there was debris at the Old Pack Bridge, peak water levels remained below
the top of the bridge arches. Although not confirmed, it seems that the Bamff
Road Bridge and Old Pack Bridge were very close to but not fully overloaded
at the peak of the flood event allowing debris to travel further downstream.

4.9 Flood wate
(known loc
Bodyshop
the Bamff
onto the B

Plates 2, 3, 4 – Debris at Alyth Museum footbridge (9.17am, 17 July), Alyth Hotel Footbridge (12.50pm, 17 July)
and Old Pack Bridge (10.28am, 18 July) (From Alyth Resident)
Plate 5 – upstream of Old Pack
r propagated through the area of
ally as the Haugh) and flowed thr
and Arnold Whites yard which are
Road Bridge. Flood water flowed
amff Road itself.

Bridge (11.35am)

and Pitnacree Street (11.41am)
Plate 6 – Downstream of Old Pack

Bridge (11.33am)
Plate 7 – Flooding of Commercial Street
 Plate 8 – Upstream looking towards
land just upstream of the town
ough the Sawmill, Gordons Needs

located on the left bank before
through these workshops and

Bamff Road Bridge (11.47am)
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4.10 Flood water then bypassed the Bamff Road Bridge on the left bank and
flowed into the garden areas of Hawthorn view where it met the flood water
which had risen directly from the burn to flood the lower end of the gardens.
Immediately downstream of the Bamff Road Bridge flood water from the right
bank spilled through the properties to the rear of Johnshill Road and onto
Pitnacree Street affecting the Classic Restorations workshop and other
properties. There are also accounts of small quantities of floodwater from the
Johnshill Burn flowing onto Bamff Road and then either directly onto Pitnacree
Street or further along to Barrel Wynd and Market Square.

4.11 Flood water overtopped the riverside walls
flooding on Barrel Wynd, Market Square a
floodwater also flowed down Bridge Stree

4.12 The flood water flowing into Bridge Street
boundary walls adjacent to the Alyth Burn
for the water, some property and garden w

(from Alyth Resident)

(9.17am) (from Alyth Resident)

(from Alyth Resdient)

(from Alyth Res
Plate 11 – Flood water flowing onto
Pitnacree Street (10.35am)
Plate 9 – Flooding of Gordons Needs
Bodyshop/Bamff Rd (10.30am)
along Pitnacree Street resulting in
nd the surrounding properties. The
t flooding several properties.

(from Alyth Resdient)
Plate 12 – Overtopping of burn
wall along Commercial Street
gathered be
. As there w
alls collaps

ident)
Plate 14 – Flooding of Market
Square and into Bridge Street
Plate 10 – Flood water flowing through
property to Johnshill Road (10.35am)
Plate 13 – Flooding of Barrel
Wynd (10.39am)
hind the property
as no alternative route
ed into the burn.

(11.16am)
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4.15 As the water flowed down Mill Street, additional floodwater also overtopped
the banks of the burn at Cairnleith Place and flowed onto Mill Street. This
flood water continued along Springbank Road where it flooded a number of
properties. The predominant flow then appeared to run south (at various
points between Nos 2 and 52 Springbank Road) back towards the Alyth Burn
causing damage to garden walls and garages.

4.16 Flood water also continued to flow along Springbank Road and then through
the access road between the properties at Nos 63 and 65 and out into the
fields to the east.

4.17 Flood water also affected properties on the south bank of the burn (beyond
the road bridge at Market Square) at Bridge Street, James Street, David
Street, Burnside Court, Cairnleith Place and Mart Street.

Plate 21 – Flood extents within Park at
Mill Street (12.43pm)

Plate 22 – Damage to park
footpath (Time unknown)

Plate 24 – Damage and Debris at
Springbank Road (4.01pm)

(from Alyth Resident)

Plate 25 – Damage and Debris at
Springbank Road (3.55pm)

(from Alyth Resident)

Plate 23 – Damage at rear of
Springbank Road (2.56pm)

(from Alyth Resident)
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4.18 Local eye witness accounts suggest flood water also travelled up Mart Street
and followed an overland flow route through to Isla Court via the path
between Anderson Place and Beech Court and also via an alleyway through
Beech Court. The property owner of 20 Isla Court dismantled their rear
garden fence to relieve the build-up of flood water allowing it to flow into the
adjacent field. At this time it is unknown if the flood water ponded in the field
or flowed away and re-joined the burn further downstream.

4.19 Flood water also affected the garden areas of properties adjacent to the burn
at Anderson Place and from there it flowed onto Isla Road and down towards
the Waste Water Treatment Works.

4.20 A resident on Isla Road reported that water had flowed out of the road
drainage system there. A damaged flap valve on a drainage outfall to the burn
near Anderson Place was observed during a subsequent watercourse
inspection on 24 July. This may have allowed a relatively small amount of
flood water to flow back up the pipe and contribute to the flooding on Isla
Road. The flap valve will be fixed by the Council.

4.21 The Alyth Burn continued to flood out of bank downstream of the town
causing significant damage to the Alyth Golf Course. A recently constructed
footbridge on the golf course is understood to have collapsed and there has
also been scour damage to the bed of the channel under the B954/05
Pitcrocknie Road Bridge.

Plate 26 – Flooding of David Street
(time unknown)

Plate 27 – Flooding at the rear of
Burnside Court (time unknown)

Plate 26 – Flooding at the rear of 30
Burnside Court (time unknown)

Plate 28 – Flooding at the rear of
Burnside Court (time unknown)
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Flood Impact

4.22 A number of mixed commercial and residential properties were affected along
with two electrical substations, which resulted in around 700 properties being
left without power.

4.23 The exact number of affected properties and businesses remains unclear,
although the indications are that at least 59 were flooded internally although
the final figure could slightly higher. In addition to this number, there are also
an unknown number of other properties that did not flood internally but
experienced flooding to their garden ground. No properties had been fitted
with any form of flood protection products and so they were not able to
prevent water ingress.

4.24 Of the properties noted above, 17 Council owned properties were affected by
the flooding. The affected houses are being stripped and dehumidifiers
deployed to dry them out. The completion of all work is currently anticipated
by early December. In the meantime alternative accommodation has been
found for Council tenants where required.

4.25 Four footbridges were washed away by the flood waters. Three of the
footbridges were located between the Old Pack Bridge and the Market Square
Road Bridge and the fourth was located at Cairnleith Place. Details are shown
below.
Plate 29 - MN/32 Alyth No 1 Footbridge
Collapsed early morning on 17 July.
Plate 30 - MN/33 Alyth Museum footbridge
Collapsed at 1.30pm on 17 July.
Plate 31 - MN/34 Alyth Hotel Footbridge

Collapsed soon after Alyth Museum

Footbridge on 17 July.
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4.26 In addition, the flood water caused sign
the existing walls along Commercial St
following bridges within and downstrea
location plans):
Plate 32 - MN/37 Cairnleith Place Footbridge
ificant damage to several sections of
reet and Pitnacree Street and to the
m of Alyth (refer to Appendix C for

Collapsed around 8.30am on 17 July.

Minor damage to upstream cutwater.

River bed scour holes below bridge arches.

Resident)
Plate 36 - MN/35 James Street

Damage to footway, abutments and landing
Plate 35 - B952/01 Alyth Market Square
Road Bridge
Plate 33 - MN/25 – Old Pack Bridge
Plate 34 - Damage to the burn-side wall
along Commercial Street. (from Alyth
point.
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4.27 A number of road structures located up
Location plans and photographs are inc
the damage is as follows:

 U96/01 Tullyfergus – Severe dama
river bed invert. As a result of the fl
unsafe for public use and closed un
bridge/road closure resulted in a sig
traffic.

 U95/02 Mains of Creuchies - Sever
to river bed invert.

 C446/02 Tulliemurdoch - Scour to n
to river bed invert.

 C446/03 Blackhall - Severe damag
the flood damage the bridge and ro
significant diversion route for vehicu
traffic management the following w

4.28 In the Den of Alyth, another two footbrid
footpath was closed following bank ero
Plate 37 - MN/36 David Street Footbridge

Damage to surfacing, reinforced concrete

and railings.
Plate 38 - MN/38 Mart Street Footbridge
o

e

e

s

Damage to railing mesh.
Plate 39 - B954/05 Pitcrocknie Roadbridge

River bed scour holes below bridge arch.
stream of Alyth were also damaged.
luded in Appendix C and summary of

ge to south abutment and scour to
od damage the bridge was deemed
til repairs could be carried out. The
nificant diversion route for vehicular

e damage to west abutment and scour

orth and south abutments and scour

to upstream parapet. As a result of
ad were initially closed resulting in a
lar traffic but it was re-opened with
ek.

ges suffered minor damage and a
ion.
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4.29 A significant amount river bed and bank erosion occurred during the flood
event. This extended for some distance up into the Alyth Burn catchment. A
considerable amount of debris (boulders, cobbles and silt) was washed down
the burn during the flood event.

Immediate Flood Response

4.30 A multi-agency response was initiated by the Council, the Scottish Fire &
Rescue Service (SFRS), Police Scotland, NHS Tayside, the Met Office,
Scottish Environment Protection Agency, Scottish & Southern Energy,
Scottish Water and the Scottish Flood Forum.

4.31 The SFRS were on site from around 8am on 17 July and during the day made
use of 7 fire appliances, specialist vehicles and a water rescue team. The
SFRS led 25 people to safety. Members of the public and the SFRS also
helped to rescue a woman trapped in her car after being surrounded by flood
water along Commercial Street. In addition, a paper girl was rescued by a
member of public after being trapped by rising flood water.

4.32 The community opened Alyth Town Hall as a place of safety for people
rescued and evacuated from their homes and businesses. This then became
an Emergency Support Centre managed by the community and the Council
until Friday 24 July. The Council’s Housing and Community Care Team
maintained a full time presence at the Alyth Town Hall for around 5 weeks to
help affected Council house residents find alternative accommodation and

Plate 42 – River bank erosion in the Den
of Alyth

Plates 40 & 41 – Damage to footbridges in Den of Alyth
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assess the extent of damaged to their properties and begin the repair
process. This recovery effort is on-going.

4.33 The Council’s Roads Maintenance Partnership was on site from
approximately 10am until 10.30pm on 17 July with around 6 personnel, two
10t lorries and a JCB to help during and remove trapped debris and collapsed
bridges after the water level had receded. A similar crew of personnel and
equipment were present on Saturday 18 July (7.30am to 6pm) and Sunday 19
July (9am to 3pm). Road Sweepers and skips were also brought to site over
the weekend from the Perth Friarton Depot.

4.34 A number of calls were made to the Council’s Service Centre during the
morning of 17 July requesting sandbags for various flood incidents throughout
the Perth & Kinross area. Unfortunately, due to the volume of calls and the
finite resources available, the calls were prioritised based on the information
supplied. A total of around 400 sandbags were delivered to Alyth during the
flood event.

4.35 Three members of the Council’s Structures and Flooding team were present
from around 10am until late afternoon to assess the condition of the bridges
throughout the town and gather information and photographic evidence of the
flood event. Bridge inspectors returned to site on Monday 20 July to assess
the full extent of damage to the bridges in order to begin the process of
designing and organising repairs. Flooding officers also returned to site the
following week to record trash lines and gain a better understanding of the
flood extents.

4.36 The flooding resulted in 700 homes losing power and members of Scottish
and Southern Energy were present to make the area safe and then assess
the extent of damage in preparation to commence repair works.

4.37 Tayside Local Resilience Partnership (LRP) operational co-ordination
meetings were held throughout the day in the Alyth Town Hall with all
agencies present. The Scottish Government were copied in to all information.
By late afternoon on 17 July the emphasis had turned from response to
recovery.

4.38 The community made a huge effort both during and in the immediate
aftermath of the flood event to clear debris from the burn and the surrounding
streets and parkland. They also helped affected residents to begin the
cleaning up process in their properties. The community were praised for their
efforts in responding to the flood event.

Flood Recovery Efforts

4.39 The Council’s Housing and Community Care Team were available at the Alyth
Town Hall on a full time basis in the weeks after the flood event.

4.40 The Scottish Flood Forum has been conducting visits to provide householders
and businesses with advice on stripping out and re-fitting of flood affected
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properties. The Forum has also maintained a presence in the community and
has held drop-in sessions every Tuesday and Wednesday.

4.41 In order to assist with investigations into the flooding, the Council delivered a
number of questionnaires to flood affected properties. 19 questionnaires have
been returned to date and have been used to inform this investigation report.
Community Council meetings were held in the Alyth Town Hall on 23 July and
13 August to help answer questions and provide an update on the on-going
recovery efforts. Three additional drop-in sessions were also held in the Alyth
Town Hall to allow residents and businesses to meet with officers from the
various public agencies. This allowed the community to raise queries and
share their knowledge of the flood event.

4.42 The Council has removed a considerable amount of timber and woody debris
from the Alyth Burn and has continued with further works to remove the other
debris (boulders, cobbles and sediment) brought down by the flood. These
works have extended from the Den of Alyth to Isla Road. The works will also
reinstate areas of the burn that have been scoured by the flood water. The
works are likely to continue throughout September.

4.43 A replacement footbridge at Cairnleith Place is now in use and repairs to the
other damaged road and foot bridges listed in this report will continue over the
coming weeks. The Tulleyfergus Bridge was re-opened to traffic on the
evening of Tuesday 1 September. There will be separate community
consultation about the replacement of the pedestrian bridges in the town
centre as part of the town centre development project in due course.

4.44 The Council’s Roads Maintenance Partnership have carried out repair works
to Mill Street and Springbank Road.

4.45 Weekly community flood bulletins have been issued to ensure that the
community is kept informed of the on-going flood investigation and recovery
efforts.

5. KEY FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

5.1 SEPA and SNH have been carrying out their investigations at the same time
as the Council and all three agencies have shared information and initial
conclusions during this process. The investigation reports from SEPA and
SNH are also included alongside this report and together form the joint
agency report.

Rainfall

5.2 Residents in Alyth have noted that the flooding of 17 July 2015 was the worst
they have ever witnessed in the town. It is clear that weather conditions were
extremely wet during the time prior to the flooding in Alyth on 17 July 2015.
The rainfall recorded within the surrounding area by SEPA (34-59mm at
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various gauges) confirms that more than half the average rainfall for the entire
month of July fell within a six-hour period.

5.3 The Met Office rainfall radar data analysed by SEPA also indicates that 39.9-
43.5mm of rainfall accumulated in various points in the catchment during the
six-hour period prior to the flooding. At Alyth itself it seems that the most
intense rainfall occurred in the three-hour period between 5.00am and
8.00am.

5.4 Although rainfall totals in the area for the first half of 2015 were less than
average, July has seen rainfall considerably above average. On 28 July the
BBC website reported that parts of Scotland had seen almost double their
normal July rainfall. In particular, Perth experienced 225% of the average
rainfall normally expected in July and Dundee experienced 196%.

5.5 The catchment of the Alyth Burn is steep with areas of open hill grazing and
forestry plantations. As a result rainfall rapidly runs off the land surface and
flows into the Alyth Burn which then channels and concentrates this flow and
conveys it rapidly downstream. There is no flood plain directly above the town
which would allow flood water to be stored or to dissipate its energy.

5.6 In their 2006 flood study the Council’s consultants, Arup, estimated the 1 in
200 year flow (the flood that has a 0.5% chance of being exceeded in any one
year) for the Alyth Burn to be 29.3m3/s. For clarification, this does not mean
that this flow will only happen once in every two hundred years; rather it
represents the statistical chance (or probability) of it occurring within any given
year. Arup also estimated the peak flow for the January 1993 flood in Alyth as
23.7m3/s.

5.7 In their report, SEPA have estimated that the peak flow generated in the Alyth
Burn on 17 July 2015 may have been as high as 40m3/s. From their own
investigations and previous information provided by Arup, SEPA have
concluded that the flow in the Alyth Burn on 17 July 2015 was therefore
possibly of the magnitude of the 1 in 200 year flood event. Such a flood is
significant in terms of water flow and rarity.

5.8 Clearly the channel of the Alyth Burn within the town was unable to contain
such a high flow and this resulted in the flooding. Previous work by Arup
indicates that the channel has a flow capacity of about 15m3/s. Alyth has no
flood defences in place but even if there had been, it is possible that such a
high flow could have overtopped them.

5.9 From the extreme rainfall recorded in the catchment, the resulting high flows
estimated by SEPA and the erosion and damage recorded in the town and far
up into the catchment, it is clear that the primary reason for the flooding in
Alyth was significantly high rainfall and high flows in the burn.
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Debris

5.10 A large amount of timber, woody debris and other forms of debris were
observed to have been brought down by the flood. This is often a common
feature of flood events.

5.11 SEPA’s report notes evidence of a build up of timber at the old weir or sluice
on the Alyth Burn at the Den of Alyth. There is also evidence that indicates
that other timber became lodged on the river bank just downstream of this
weir. This build up of timber potentially created a temporary dam effect
allowing water to build up within the Den of Alyth. These dams then gave way
suddenly and there was a large release of water. This sudden release of
water has been confirmed by some eyewitness accounts from members of the
community who were downstream in Alyth at the time. However SEPA’s
report notes that the flashy nature of the flood is still mainly due to the
intensity of the rainfall event and the catchment characteristics of the Alyth
Burn.
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pressure against the structure, pressure from the build-up of debris and
impact damage from the debris. The most likely failure mechanism of the
Cairnleith Place footbridge is due to the central pier being scoured by flood
water. However, the constant force of water and debris against the structure
and impact damage are likely to have contributed to its ultimate failure.

5.16 The footbridge collapses had a varied impact during the flood event. The
Cairnleith Place footbridge collapsed at around 8.30am, during the early
stages of the flood event, and is likely to have caused a significant blockage
within the channel as further debris became lodged on the failed structure.
The exact timing of the collapse of Alyth No 1 Footbridge is unknown but likely
to have been during or just after the flood peak. Post flood event photographs
show the failed bridge would have reduced the capacity of the channel by a
reasonable amount at this point. The impact of the two remaining footbridges
(Alyth museum and Alyth Hotel) would have been insignificant as they
collapsed in the afternoon by which time the flood waters had significantly
receded.

5.17 The collapsed footbridges and debris may have locally influenced flow
patterns within the town centre. Nevertheless, the high recorded rainfall,
estimated peak flow in the burn and the limited capacity of the watercourse
within the town must be considered and SEPA’s analysis concludes that Alyth
would have flooded even if there had been no collapsed footbridges, timber or
other debris present.

5.18 The sources of the various elements of debris are not entirely clear. It is not
possible to quantify how much debris came from the various points along the
watercourse or exactly where it came from, although it is likely that debris
came from several different sites. No full photographic record of the
watercourse exists directly prior to the flooding and so any conclusions must
be based on available information and evidence.

5.19 The flow within the burn is likely to have been significant and may have been
of the order of the 1 in 200 year flood. There are no records to indicate that a
flood of this magnitude has happened in the recent past and it is therefore
likely that some areas of land along the burn will not have been flooded for
some time. This could partly explain why so much debris was brought down
during the flooding.

5.20 There is also evidence that the high flows within the Alyth Burn caused
damage to bridges and river bed and bank erosion for some distance up into
the catchment. Refer to Appendix C which shows damage as far up as the
bridges at Tullymurdoch and Blackhall. Much of this damage occurred further
upstream from the Den of Alyth hence it is important to look at the whole
catchment and not just the Den of Alyth in order to explain the scale and
impact of the flood event.

5.21 Many in the local community have stated their view that the timber came from
the Den of Alyth. While this is partly true, investigations have shown little
evidence that the majority of the debris was lying loose within the Den of Alyth
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prior to the flooding. From observations made during the flooding and post–
flood inspections, it was clear that a good deal of the timber came from trees
in the Den of Alyth which had been uprooted by the high flows and had fallen
into the watercourse during the flood event. This was evidenced by the root
balls on many of the fallen trees that were observed post-flood which have
since been removed by the Council’s contractors. This was caused by the
high flows in the watercourse which had undermined the trees and caused a
good deal of river bank erosion.
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Plate 45 – erosion of river bank in Den
of Alyth (28 July).
Plate 44 – uprooted tree found in Den
of Alyth (2.58pm).
t present it remains unclear where the cut and sawn timber, telegraph poles,
nd other debris originated from.

s the role of debris in the flooding has been questioned, it is worth
iscussing the various roles and responsibilities of the Council and other
iparian landowners.

nder the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act, the Council is required to
ssess flood risk on bodies of water from time to time. Where a body of water
ives rise to such a risk, and the Council considers that clearance and repair
orks would substantially reduce that risk, the Council must prepare a
chedule of those clearance and repair works. The Council also has a duty to
arry out any clearance and repair works included on this schedule.

learance and repair works include any or all of the following:-

a) Removing obstructions from a body of water;
b) Removing things that are at significant risk of becoming such

obstructions;
c) Repairing artificial structures which form part of the bed or banks of a

body of water.

he primary responsibility for maintaining bodies of water and for avoiding or
anaging flood risk still remains with land and property owners. In the first

nstance, clearance and repair works are referred to the landowner, where
hey can be identified. The Council usually only carries out works where there
as been a failure of the landowner to act, where landownership is not clear,
r where urgent intervention is required.

(from Alyth Resident)
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5.27 The Council carried out a watercourse inspection of the Alyth Burn on 7 July
2015. This inspection covered the town and extended up to the Tullyfergus
Bridge in the Den of Alyth but did not identify any obstructions or other
problems. A limited number of photographs were taken during the inspection
and are shown below. The photographs do not cover the entire inspection
area as the Council inspects a huge length of watercourses each year and it
would not be practical to keep a photographic record of everything. In general,
only obstructions (or other problems) are therefore photographed so that this
can be referred to the appropriate landowner, contractor, etc thereafter.

5.28 In general the Council does not remove healthy trees from beside
watercourses in order to manage flood risk. The root systems of trees
normally help to hold river banks together and avoid erosion. The Council only
acts to remove trees where they are clearly at risk of falling into a watercourse
and creating an obstruction to flow. There is little that could be done to predict
or prevent the high flows and flooding in Alyth which had the ability to erode
river banks and uproot healthy trees.

5.29 The Council owns and manages part of the Den of Alyth as shown in Figure
51 and is the riparian owner of one or both banks of the burn for
approximately 1.8km upstream of the weir located just below the play park.
This represents less than 10% of the complete length of the burn. The
remainder of the Den of Alyth and the Alyth Burn is in private ownership.

Plates 46-50 – Photographs taken during watercourse
inspection in Den of Alyth on 7 July 2015.
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Figure 51 – Extent of Perth & Kinross Council ownership for the Den of Alyth

5.30 The Den of Alyth is part of a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), for its upland mixed ash wood and is protected under the Nature
Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004. The management of the Den of Alyth falls
under the Perth and Kinross Council Forest Plan 2014-2034. This plan sets
out the key management needs and a five year programme of works for the
Den of Alyth. Some of the relevant management strategies are:

(1) Maintain current levels of deadwood, both standing and on the ground;
(2) Trees on the banks of the river will reduce soil erosion, stabilise the river

banks and reduce waste acidification;
(3) Any trees removed or blown over on the slopes should have their

stumps and root plate left in place to maintain slope stability and reduce
the future risk of landslips.

As part of this plan, the Council will generally leave timber on woodland sites
as part of good practice to further the interest of biodiversity. Timber provides
valuable habitats and food for a wide range of plant, animal and insect
species. Timber is however, only left in locations where it is not likely to
cause any hazards to the public, obstructions to paths or to watercourses
when in spate.

5.31 SNH does not own or have any day to day responsibility for managing the
Den of Alyth SSSI and has not refused consent to the Council for removing
fallen timber from the watercourse or where it may be at risk of being picked
up by the burn. They also support the Council’s Forest Plan and management
objectives for the Den.

5.32 Under the Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations,
the removal of timber can be carried out on watercourses under General
Binding Rules. No licence or registration is required and SEPA does not
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prevent the Council or landowners from removing fallen timber from
watercourses.

5.33 The Council has carried out works in recent years to remove fallen trees from
the Den of Alyth. External contractors were engaged to carry out tree
clearance works in the Den of Alyth during May 2013 (at a cost of £3,840).
Clearance works were carried out on the Alyth Burn within the Den during
January 2014 (at a cost of £6,187). Over the winter of 2014/15, there had
been an amount of storm damage in the Den of Alyth which had resulted in
fallen trees. The Council therefore instructed external and in-house
contractors to remove these and the work was carried out in March 2015 (at a
cost of £4,800). It was not practical to remove all trees at that time but those
that were left were at least 2m above the water level and were stripped of any
branches so as not to interfere with the flow of the burn. This timber was
observed as still being in the same position after the flooding of 17 July.

5.34 Two photographs dating from April 2015 (i.e. after the above works) have
been provided by an Alyth resident. These show a small number of trees lying
in the Den of Alyth, although the exact location of the photographs is not clear.
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5.36 The Council received no reports or complaints about timber lying in the Den
prior to the flooding. No other evidence has come to light of any significant
timber debris originating in the Council’s section of the Den prior to the
flooding, although it is difficult to absolutely conclude that there was no loose
timber there.

5.37 To summarise, the considerable energy of the flood water caused the erosion
of the river bed and banks for some distance up into the catchment. This has
uprooted a number of trees which were swept up by the flood water along with
other debris. A large amount of debris (trees and branches, sawn and cut
timber, boulders, telegraph poles, cobbles, silt, sediment and other material)
was transported downstream and into Alyth.

5.38 While the collapsed footbridges, timber and woody debris within the
watercourse may have locally influenced flow patterns in Alyth, it was not the
cause of the flooding.

5.39 The debris consisted of a mixture of uprooted trees and branches, sawn and
cut timber, telegraph poles, a skip and other general waste material.

5.40 The uprooted trees and branches came from eroded river banks upstream of
Alyth. As this was caused by the very high flows in the watercourse during the
flooding, it was not possible to predict or prevent their contribution to the
event. Furthermore, owing to their ability to stabilise river banks and reduce
flow rates during more normal flows, it would be counter-productive to remove
all trees along the burn.

Plates 54 - 57 – Photographs of the Den of Alyth on 25
May 2015 (courtesy of the Forestry Commission).
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5.41 Other sawn and cut timber and general waste material was also observed but
the exact sources of this material remain unclear. This could have arisen from
several locations within the catchment area.

5.42 Nevertheless, SEPA’s analysis concludes that Alyth would have flooded even
if the collapsed footbridges and debris had not been present within the Alyth
Burn.

Beavers

5.43 As part of their investigations, SNH asked the Royal Zoological Society for
Scotland to survey the extent of beaver activity in the area and identify if
beaver activity could have been a contributing factor to the flooding. The
summarised findings area as follows:

(i) All of the Bamff Estate’s beaver dams, (three large and twelve small),
were structurally intact with no evidence of significant material being
washed out. There was no evidence of any collapsed or washed out
dams and the slow release of water was still occurring.

(ii) No recent (i.e. within the last three years) signs of beaver activity,
(including felled timber), were recorded in the Den of Alyth, or above
Bamff Estate.

(iii) Although most of the flood debris had been removed from Alyth and
therefore couldn’t be checked, of the remaining debris, none had
evidence of beaver gnawing.

5.44 Beavers therefore had little, if any, impact on the flooding.

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Extreme rainfall and high flows within the Alyth Burn were the primary cause
of the flooding on 17 July 2015.

6.2 Four footbridges collapsed with varying impacts. Two of the footbridges
collapsed during the flood event (Alyth No 1 and the Cairnleith footbridge) and
are likely to have significantly impeded the flow of flood water in the channel.
However the other two footbridges (Alyth Museum and Alyth Hotel) collapsed
after the peak of the flooding and the impact of this is likely to have been
insignificant.

6.3 A large amount of timber, woody debris and other forms of debris were
brought down by the flood. This is often a common feature of such flood
events.

6.4 While the collapsed footbridges and debris within the watercourse may have
locally influenced flow patterns, it was not the cause of the flooding.

6.5 The debris consisted of a mixture of uprooted trees and branches, sawn and
cut timber, telegraph poles, a skip and other general waste material. The
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uprooted trees came from eroded river banks upstream of Alyth. This was
caused by high flows in the watercourse during the flood event and was
therefore very difficult to predict or prevent. Other sawn and cut timber and
general waste material was also observed but the sources of this material
remain unclear and this could have arisen from several locations within the
catchment area.

6.6 SNH does not own or have any responsibility for the day to day management
of the Den of Alyth SSSI and has not withheld consent to the Council for the
removal of any fallen timber from the watercourse or where it may be at risk of
being picked up by the burn. The Council follows a management plan for the
Den but does not have a policy of leaving woody debris in watercourses
where there are flooding problems.

6.7 SEPA does not prevent the Council from removing timber from watercourses.

6.8 The Council has carried out works in recent years to remove fallen trees from
the Den of Alyth. The Council’s watercourse inspection from early July
covered the Den of Alyth but did not identify any obstructions or other
problems. There is also considerable evidence of scour and damage to road
structures as well as river bed and bank erosion for some distance up into the
upstream catchment, hence it is important to look at the whole catchment and
not just the Den of Alyth in order to explain the scale and impact of the flood
event.

6.9 Nevertheless, analysis by SEPA indicates that Alyth would have flooded even
if the collapsed footbridges and debris had not been present.

6.10 As a result, the investigations make it clear that the major contribution to the
flooding in Alyth was the extremely high rainfall and the subsequent water
flow.

6.11 Beavers had little, if any, impact on the flooding.

Date: 18 September 2015

Appendices

Appendix A - SEPA Indicative Flood Map
Appendix B - Plans Showing Extent of Flooding on 17 July 2015
Appendix C - Location Plans: Damaged Bridges Upstream of Alyth
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Appendix A - SEPA Indicative Flood Map



Created by David Lynn on 08 September 2015

© Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance
Survey 100016971. You are permitted to use this data solely
to enable you to respond to, or interact with, the
organisation that provided you with the data. You are not
permitted to copy, sub-licence, distribute or sell any of this
data to third parties in any form.

Scale 1:10000
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Appendix B - Plans Showing Extent of Flooding on 17 July 2015



© Crown Copyright.
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Appendix C - Location Plans: Damaged Bridges Upstream of Alyth
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Appendix 2 - The Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Report



SEPA Report on the Alyth flood event, 17 July
2015



Executive Summary
On the morning of Friday 17 July 2015 heavy rainfall affected parts of North East Scotland. Rivers
and small watercourses across the area responded to this rainfall, including the Alyth Burn in
Perthshire. This resulted in significant flooding in the town of Alyth leading to notable damage
impacts in the town centre with a large number of properties flooded. At least four footbridges
were washed out, possibly in part due to erosion but also certainly due to the large quantity of
woody debris washed down and lodged against these structures.

The purpose of this report is to present the survey works and analyses undertaken by SEPA,
considering the flood history in Alyth and available rainfall and flow data. It provides the
hydrological context of the July flood event to establish its likely causes and rarity.

With respect to historical flooding in Alyth, there are at least six recorded and notable past events
since 1876, the latest one in August 1998. Of note is the seasonality of flooding of these past
events, with four of the six events occurring in the ‘summer’ half-year (Apr-Sept), three of them in
August. This suggests that it is not unusual for an intense summer rainfall event such as
observed on 17 July to generate a flood in this catchment.

Analysis of rainfall data (both from Met Office radar and SEPA rain gauges) shows that
approximately 55 to 60 mm fell over 6 hours over the Alyth Burn catchment, with the highest
intensity occurring within a 4 hour period from 4 am to 8 am BST. This follows a very wet period
in the region in the first two weeks of July.

A detailed site investigation and survey was undertaken by SEPA staff in the Den of Alyth on 23
July to reconstruct peak river flows. An additional site visit further up the catchment (around the
Bridge of Creuchies area) was also made on 4 August in order to investigate possible blockage
mechanisms by woody debris that may have occurred in this particular part of the river system.
Calculations were made using well established hydraulic methods to determine an estimate of the
peak river flow through this reach. Calculations suggest that the peak flow may have been in the
region of 40 m3s-1 (cubic metres per second). However, this flow value may have been locally
influenced by the presence of temporary woody debris dams that formed throughout the
catchment, with some evidence of two such dams having been present a short distance upstream
from Alyth within the Den.

Hydraulic modelling of the river channel in Alyth town centre suggests that river flows largely
exceeded its capacity and that significant flooding in Alyth would have occurred on this occasion
whether or not woody debris were present.

In terms of impacts, the flood of 17 July seems to be the largest flood in Alyth in the last 140
years. Hydrological analysis of the rarity of the flood event supports this observation, with
estimates suggesting the event could be as rare as a 0.5% Annual Probability (200-year) flood.



1. Introduction

1.1 Background
On the morning of Friday 17 July 2015 heavy rainfall affected parts of North East Scotland.
Rivers and small watercourses across the area responded to this rainfall, including the Alyth Burn
in Perthshire. This resulted in significant flooding in the town of Alyth that was reported widely
across news media. The onset of flooding occurred shortly after 7:00 am GMT (8:00 am BST)
and led to notable damage impacts in the town centre with a large number of properties flooded.
Several cars were washed down Commercial Street, ultimately stacked up on each other whilst
at least four footbridges were either washed out or severely damaged. One person had to be
rescued from one of the aforementioned vehicles. The event was also notable for the large
amount of woody debris washed out along the watercourse and staked up against bridges and
weir structures. Such visual damage impacts (Figure 1) serve to convey the extreme nature of
this flood event.

Figure 1: Flood event of 17 July, Commercial Street, Alyth © Perthshire Picture Agency

The Alyth Burn catchment upstream of the town is 27.2 km2 in area with a mean catchment
altitude of 262 metres above sea level. The catchment is steep in places, transferring from high
ground to low ground as the watercourse flows south/ south-east crossing the Highland Boundary
Fault (HBF). Consequently, soils are thinner in the higher, upland areas, to the north of the HBF,
due to the harder metamorphic bedrock and steeper slopes. There is no attenuation from lochs or
reservoirs. The catchment is predominantly rural with land use including areas of upland grazing
and forestry, the latter evident in Figure 2.



Figure 2: The Alyth Burn catchment upstream of Alyth town centre – Scale 1:42,191
© Crown copyright . All rights reserved. SEPA lic. no. 100016991 (2015).

1.2 Purpose of the report
The purpose of this report is to analyse all types of relevant data available in order to; (i) better
understand the flood history in Alyth, (ii) summarise and describe the site survey work undertaken
by SEPA; (iii) present hydrological analysis for both rainfall and river flow, and (iv) present and
discuss the findings of this work placing the July flood event into a hydrological context with
respect to likely causes and event rarity.

2. Flood History
With respect to past flooding in Alyth, there are a number of recorded and notable events, as
listed below, that demonstrate that flooding is not unknown or uncommon here. Of note is the
seasonality of flooding of these past events, with four of the six events below occurring in the
summer half-year (Apr-Sept), three of them in August. This of course corresponds well with the
most recent flood in July this year. The dominance of flooding in the summer months is not
uncommon across Scotland, with many other ‘smaller’ catchments displaying similar seasonality,
i.e. smaller catchments can be more susceptible to intense, relatively short summer rainfall
events.

2.1 November 1876
“Heavy rains caused streams reaching the Burn of Alyth from the north west to cause it to rise.
Properties flooded. Low lying houses flooded. Stackyard and bleaching green flooded. Low-lying
houses flooded, 2 wooden bridges swept away.”

 Source - Perthshire Courier, 21 Nov 1876: ‘Great Floods in Perthshire’ p3 (AK Bell
Library).



2.2 August 1884
“Alyth, E. Perthshire, 12 August 1884: Severe thunderstorm (peak 7:30 pm). Hail ‘as large as
marbles’. A mill dam recently erected at the quarry, filled to overflowing, and in consequence of
the heavy pressure the whole of the woodwork suddenly gave way.”

> Source - British Rainfall for 1884, p27-29. Chronology of British Hydrological Events
website.

2.3 August 1924
“Alyth, 2 August 1924: Toutie Street, 5 inches deep. Commercial Hotel 9 inches under. Severest
rainstorm in memory of oldest inhabitant. Flooding buildings and roads.”

> Source – Scotsman, 4 Aug 1924

2.4 August 1956
Photographs below (Figures 3a + 3b) are taken from the Arup report (March 2002) undertaken for
Perth & Kinross Council, following the flood of 1998 (also shown in Figures 4a + 4b below).

Figure 3a: Market Square, Alyth, 1956 (Arup 2002) Figure 3b: Footbridge damaged by tree 1956 (Arup 2002)

2.5 January 1993
Flood of 17 January 1993 – “the flooding was at its worst during the hours of darkness and the
peak flow in the burn occurred at around 4am. The 1993 flood was produced by a combination of
rapid snowmelt and rainfall and by comparison with the summer floods had probably a much
longer duration”

> Source - taken from Arup 2002 report for P&KC.

2.6 September 1998
“Flash Flood causing wood from the hill to block several bridges in Alyth on 1 September
1998. Alyth Hotel on Commercial Street. Springbank Road. Alyth Square. Landslide on the
A924 Kirkmichael to Bridge of Cally Road.”

> Source – Courier, 1 Sept 1998



Figure 4a: Timber blockage on footbridge, 1998 (Arup 2002) Figure 4b: Flooding of Market Square, 1998 (Arup 2002)

“In September 1998, part of the Mill Haugh flooded, possibly by-passing the earthen embankment
built by James Kirkpatrick for protection against flooding and at some stage some sawn timber and
other materials were washed into the Burn. Some of this timber ended up caught on the
various bridges downstream (see Figure 4a) ......it is reported in some quarters that when the
obstructions were pulled free, the water level fell, which would clearly be the case...”

 Source - taken from Arup 2002 report for P&KC.

There will undoubtedly be several other occasions over the years where the burn was in spate,
running at or almost at bankfull through the town, thus posing a ‘threat’ of inundation. We have
been informed that one such recent instance where the burn reached bankfull was in November
2014. There are also likely to be other past ‘flood’ events in Alyth that are not documented in the
historical record.

3. Post Flood Survey
Flood risk hydrologists from the SEPA Perth office undertook an initial reconnaissance survey on
Monday 20 July both in Alyth and at Den of Alyth to assess and photograph:

a. damage impacts.
b. evidence of likely flood mechanisms.
c. suitable sites for the purposes of undertaking a hydraulic reconstruction of peak flow.

No suitable sites were available in Alyth to undertake a hydraulic post-flood survey. A detailed site
investigation and hydraulic survey was therefore undertaken in the Den of Alyth on 23 July (see
Figure 5). An additional site visit further up the catchment (around the Bridge of Creuchies area)
was also made on 4 August in order to investigate possible blockage mechanisms that may have
occurred in this vicinity.



Figure 5: Annotated base map of post-flood survey sections, hydraulic structures and wider observations. Scale 1:8000
© Crown copyright . All rights reserved. SEPA licence no. 100016991 (2015).

3.1 Hydraulic survey
Cross-sectional flood extent data was surveyed at three different locations within the Den of Alyth
(see Figure 5), the most upstream location being a well contained, straight channel reach where
the flood extent was clearly defined on the left bank whilst the right bank was bounded by a
vertical sandstone embankment. Calculations were made using the well established slope-area-
roughness (SAR) approach to determine an estimate of peak discharge through this reach.
Calculations suggest that the peak flow may have been in the region of 40 m3s-1. Based on the
catchment area to this point (25.3 km2), this returns unit discharge of 1.58 m3s-1/km2. A more
simplistic estimate (single cross-section) was undertaken upstream at Mains of Creuchies (NGR
NO 20967 50955). A peak flow of 20.7 m3s-1 was estimated at this location which drains a
catchment area of 14.6 km2. This returns a broadly similar unit runoff to the survey section
downstream, i.e. 1.41 m3s-1/km2.

3.2 Field observations
Upstream from the ‘intact footbridge’ (Figure 5) are two other bridges that had been damaged.
Firstly another foot bridge, where one of the supports had been ripped out due to impact of woody
debris; indeed the remains of a tree were still lodged against the broken support strut. The council
had closed off this bridge on health and safety grounds. An old stone arch road bridge (Bridge of
Tully) located further upstream, had also been damaged. Large displacement cracks were visible
on both sides of the bridge with undercutting to the structure around its base on the left bank side.
This had been closed to vehicles by the council. There were several large trees that had fallen
across the river in this upstream area. Whether they fell prior or during the flood (possibly creating
local debris dams) or whether they fell when river flows receded after the peak of the flood, is
unknown. Copious amounts of woody debris was observed either deposited on the river banks or
caught within trees on the river banks. Such debris may have originated from further upstream. All
along this section of the Den there are many adjacent steep banks where woody debris will



‘naturally’ (under gravity) fall into the watercourse or onto the adjacent floodplain. Debris from
such sources would have contributed to the total woody debris budget in the system that was
mobilised during this flood. No evidence was found in this area of timber that had been felled by
beavers.

Downstream of the survey sites and downstream of the Den of Alyth car park exists an old weir
(Figure 5 + 6). This was formerly the off take for the former lade that served the town mill (now the
present day sawmill). The weir is a large, contracted rectangular weir that is in a poor state of
repair. The flood of 17 July has damaged the weir further, with considerable scour to the
downstream side of the structure. On 20 July, SEPA officers observed large woody debris lodged
on the upstream side of this weir (Figure 6); on 23 July it had been removed with the cut wood
placed downstream on the left bank. However, significantly, a trash line flood level was observed
on the upstream side of the weir that was much higher than the weir crest. Moreover, remnants of
woody debris were still in place on top of the far side buttress of the weir (also visible in Figure 6
below). This suggests that a woody debris dam built up during the flood event behind the weir,
raising flood levels and creating a hydrostatic head via backing up of the Alyth Burn.

Figure 6: Woody debris lodged on the upstream side of old weir as seen after the
flood of 17 July (Photo: Paul Ramsay, Bamff Estate)

A short distance downstream of the weir (circa 100m) evidence of another possible (natural)
debris dam exists (Figure 7). Bank failure has occurred on both sides of a reach that naturally
narrows towards a rock controlled gorge. A large tree has fallen across the channel as a result of
this bank failure, with its very large exposed root ball clogging one half of the channel. The tree
obviously created some form of blockage and given the height of the trash line observed, the
level of tree bark stripping identified and the bank erosion level (Figure 7) it seems it created a
temporary blockage (backwater/ dam effect) most likely exacerbated by woody debris available
both locally and/or conveyed from upstream by rising flood waters. The tree is now cut, removing
the section that straddled the channel, however, the root ball is still in situ (Figure 7).
Investigations on the 23 July revealed that the tree had been cut after the flood given how fresh
the cut marks were and the fact wood shavings were lying on the ground and had not been
washed away. We assume the council had been in to clear this ‘blockage’ during post flood
clearance operations. Again, no evidence was found in this area of timber that had been felled
by beavers.



Figure 7: Site of possible debris dam downstream of old weir, as observed by SEPA staff on 23 July 2015 (Photo, SEPA)

5. Hydrology

5.1 Rainfall
This section of the report will consider the flood producing rainfall of 17 July, analysing its
characteristics using both rainfall radar (HYRAD) data as well as observed rainfall totals from a
number of official raingauge sites in the vicinity. Antecedent rainfall conditions will also be
discussed. A consideration of the rainfall event rarity will also be made using standard UK
approaches.

5.1.1. Rainfall event of 17 July
The rainfall which generated the flood event occurred between 00:00 - 12:00 GMT* (01:00 –
13:00 BST) on Friday 17 July, with the majority of the rain falling over a 6 hour period. The rain
progressed from the south west to north east. The radar image below shows the 12 hour
accumulations for the Alyth area. It is notable how an intense, linear band of rain was positioned
along and just to the north of the Highland Boundary Fault, generally over higher ground.

To analyse the rainfall over the Alyth Burn catchment, four points (marked as +) were chosen
as shown on Figure 8 below.

* FOOTNOTE: Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) is used year round with meteorological and hydrological data to maintain consistency of
record. GMT is referred to often in this report, so the reader is reminded to add 1 hour to convert to British Summer Time (BST).



Working downstream, these are (1) a point near the source of the Alyth Burn, (2) a tributary
stream of the Alyth Burn, (3) Tullymurdoch and (4) Alyth itself. For information, the location of
some nearby SEPA intensity (Tipping Bucket) raingauges is also displayed, namely Forter,
Kirriemuir and Baluniefield.

Figure 8: Composite 12hr radar accumulations for the Alyth area for 17 July 2015
00:00 to 12:00 GMT. All background radar data © Crown Copyright Met Office 2015.

The table below provides a summary of rainfall metrics for the four aforementioned locations
across the Alyth Burn catchment based on HYRAD radar. Most notable are the 6hr accumulations
estimated from the rainfall radar which fell between 02:00 and 08:00 hours GMT – this is also
depicted on the rainfall radar hyetograph shown in Figure 9.

Locations in Alyth Burn catchment Point 1- Tributary
Point 2- Source
of Alyth Burn

Point 3 -
Tullymurdoch Point 4- Alyth

Grid Reference NO 17076 53487 NO 18095 57258 NO 19736 52575 NO 24630 48514

Max Rainfall Rate (mm/hr) 15.4 16.0 18.5 13.7

Mean Average Rainfall Rate (mm/hr) 3.8 3.9 4.0 2.7

12hr Accumulation (mm) (00:00-12:00) 45.9 47.7 48.5 31.9

6hr Accumulation (mm) (02:00-08:00) 39.9 42.5 43.5 27.7

Table 1: A summary of maximum and mean rainfall rates as well as 12 and 6 hr accumulations for the 12hr period from
00:00-12:00 GMT on 17 July 2015 for sites within the Alyth Burn catchment. All background radar data © Crown Copyright Met
Office 2015.



Further analysis of 3 hour periods and associated totals showed that at the upstream locations,
the 6 hour totals shown above were distributed fairly evenly between the two 3 hour periods
(02:00-05:00 and 05:00 - 08:00 GMT). However at Alyth itself, more than two thirds of the 6 hour
total fell in the 3 hour period between 05:00 and 08:00 GMT. This means although the 6 and 12
hour rainfall radar totals were lower at Alyth, the town still received around 17.7mm in a 3 hour
period up to 08:00 GMT. Notwithstanding the above, radar data can be subject to uncertainty
especially when recording rainfall over higher ground. Discussion below in section 5.1.3 will refer
to both figures shown above and rainfall depths recorded at various raingauge locations in the
wider vicinity of Alyth.

Figure 9: A hyetograph at Alyth for 17 July 2015 00:00 to 12:00GMT. All background radar data © Crown Copyright Met
Office 2015

5.1.2 Antecedent conditions
It is important to also consider the antecedent conditions (i.e. previous recent rainfall and
catchment wetness) prior to this rain storm. According to FEH catchment descriptors PROPWET
values, the Alyth Burn soils are ‘wet’ (i.e. Soil Moisture Deficit has been exceeded) for 46% of the
time – this is an average value in UK terms. The six month period from January to June 2015
shows a stark contrast across Scotland in terms of rainfall totals, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Six month rainfall (Jan-Jun) 2015 © Crown Copyright Met Office 2015.
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Despite rainfall totals in the east of Scotland being less than average for the first 6 months of the
year, July was on average a wetter month in the east (200% of average). In Perthshire and in the
vicinity of Alyth, rainfall totals for the first half of the month prior to the flood event (i.e. 1 to 16
July) were 64.5 mm at Bankfoot and 86.5 mm at Blairgowrie. Such notable rainfall may have
helped to create catchment wetness conditions ideal for flood generation should an intense
rainfall event occur, as it did. However, given the intensity of the rainfall on 17 July, the influence
of prior catchment wetness on flood generation may have been irrelevant, i.e. a flood would have
occurred even on a relatively dry catchment, especially if the intensity of precipitation was greater
than the rate of infiltration into the ground. In general, the influence of antecedent wetness tends
to become more important for the generation of more protracted autumn/ winter flood events,
while summer floods can occur on both wet or dry catchments.

5.1.3 Analysis of recorded rainfall
The nearest available Tipping Bucket intensity raingauges to the Alyth Burn catchment are at
Kirriemuir, Murton (near Forfar) and Forter in Glen Isla. The 6 and 4 hour totals (prior to 08:00
GMT) at Kirriemuir were 33.8 mm and 29.8 mm respectively. Both of these rainfall totals are
equivalent to a 10% annual exceedance probability (10 year event). Murton recorded 35mm and
29.8 mm in 6 and 4 hour periods and are also equivalent to a 10 year event. At Forter, SEPA
recorded 53 mm in 6 hours and 37.4 mm in 4 hours (Figure 11). These are equivalent to 50 year
and 24 year events based on the Flood Estimation Handbook DDF rainfall estimation method.
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Figure 11: 15 minute rainfall at SEPA Intensity Raingauge at Forter (00:00 GMT to 12:00 GMT on 17 July 2015).

Office HYRAD rainfall radar output (Table 1) estimates 6 hour (02:00-08:00 GMT) point
fall totals in the Alyth catchment of 39.9 mm (NGR NO 17076 53467) and 42.3 mm (NGR NO
95 57258). These 6 hour rainfall totals are equivalent to 20 year and 25 year events
ectively based on the DDF method.



An anecdotal rainfall total in Alyth of 59 mm (for the event) has been reported by a resident of
Alyth who advised that most of this fell in a 4 hour period. We have no information as to what type
of raingauge was used to obtain this total. However, it is corroborated somewhat by similar rainfall
totals that were recorded at two nearby official rainfall gauge locations (Met Office standard) i.e.
Bankfoot and Blairgowrie. In Bankfoot, 58.7 mm was recorded at a gauge run by a SEPA
Hydrologist, with the majority falling in the early hours of the morning of the 17 July. In
Blairgowrie, 58.3 mm was recorded in the storage gauge by a registered rainfall observer.

Given the linear track of the most intense rainfall along the Highland Boundary Fault (see Figure
12), both Bankfoot and Alyth (and Blairgowrie) may well have experienced similar rainfall depths
over a similar ‘critical’ duration, most likely to be the 6 hours between 02:00 and 08:00 GMT. For
Alyth, a rainfall depth of 58 mm falling in 6 hours is estimated to be just short of a 200 year or
0.5% annual exceedance probability (AEP) event based on the Flood Estimation Handbook DDF
rainfall estimation method. However, it should be noted that such DDF estimates become more
uncertain with extrapolation to rarer events and such values have to be treated with caution.
Notwithstanding the above, for comparison it is useful to note that the median annual maximum 1-
day total for the Alyth Burn catchment (from FEH catchment descriptors) is 35.1 mm, while the 2-
day equivalent is 45.9 mm.

Other Met Office standard storage raingauges, i.e. to the west (Meikle Tombane), south west
(Wolfhill) and north east (Cortachy) recorded 54.9 mm, 50 mm and 50.7 mm respectively. These
sites are located on or close to the Highland Boundary Fault and with Wolfhill being the one
furthest from this area of higher land – the slightly lower total recorded here may reflect this.

Figure 12: Composite radar accumulation for North East Scotland for 17 July 2015 00:00 to 12:00 GMT
showing the locations of Alyth and Bankfoot relative to the intense linear rain band along the HBF. All
background radar data © Crown Copyright Met Office 2015.

5.2 River flow
The section below will present both statistical and deterministic hydrological modelling analysis for
the Alyth Burn. This is done using standard UK methods in an attempt to estimate a peak river



flow from (a) purely design methods and (b) methods that use an element of observed data, in this
case rainfall. Such analyses provide a context in which to place the peak flow value estimated
from the hydraulic survey work described above in 3.1. Reference is also made to previous work
undertaken for P&K Council by Arup consultants, both with respect to the statistical estimation of
design peaks and estimation of channel conveyance capacity through Alyth itself via Arup’s
hydraulic model, that SEPA has re-run for the purposes of this report.

5.2.1 Statistical flood analysis
Results from a FEH statistical analysis by SEPA are similar to the design flood estimates
determined by Arup in its March 2002 Flood Study Report for Perth and Kinross Council (Table 2).

Annual Probability (return period) SEPA estimate (m
3
s

-1
) Arup estimate (2002) (m

3
s

-1
)

50% AEP (2 year) 10.5 10.5
10% AEP (10 year) 16.7 15.2
2% AEP (50 year) 23.2 22.3
1% AEP (100 year) 26.4 26.0
0.5% AEP (200 year) 30.0 29.3

Table 2: FEH statistical design flow estimates by SEPA (2015) and Arup (2002)

The Index Flood, or Qmed, flood for the Alyth Burn has been estimated from the peaks over
threshold (POT) series for the Pitcrocknie gauging station on the Alyth Burn, which was
operational from 1990-95. It is important to note that only four complete years of flow data are
available for this gauging station (1990-94) and there was no cableway available at this location to
measure high flows. While there is some available data for the Alyth Burn the estimates of design
flows for it are more uncertain than they would be for a gauged watercourse with a longer flow
record and with flows physically measured over the full range of high flows. Additionally the FEH
pooling-group approach is not always well suited for the estimation of design flows in smaller
catchments due to the dominance of flow records for larger catchments within the method.
Therefore, the uncertainties associated with the estimates presented above are arguably greater,
given that the catchment is small.

5.2.2 FEH rainfall-runoff (design)
For comparison 0.5% AEP (200 year) flows were estimated using the FEH Rainfall-Runoff method
using a number of sources for SPR. The results are listed in Table 3 below.

Method of estimating SPR (BFI value) SPR value 0.5% AEP (200 year) estimate (m
3
s

-1
)

SPRHOST 33.7 27.5
BFI from Pitcrocknie GS (0.46) 41.4 29.1
SOIL 37.0 26.1
BFI Map (0.27) 54.0 37.7

Table 3: 0.5% AEP (200 year) flow estimates using FEH Rainfall-Runoff method

Three of the four estimates for the 0.5% AEP (200 year) flow for the Alyth Burn at Alyth are similar
to the FEH Statistical Method estimates undertaken by SEPA and Arup’s estimates for this design
flow.

Rainfall-runoff design estimates were also undertaken for the Alyth Burn at the Mains of
Creuchies location. Estimated 200 year flood flows for this location range from 17.6 m3s-1 to 26.2
m3s-1 depending on the selection of SPR. The lowest value of 17.6 m3s-1 is based on SPRHOST
and the others, 20.7, 18.8 and 26.2 2 m3s-1 are based on SPRs derived from (i) a short flow
record at the former Pitcrocknie gauging station (downstream end of Alyth) , (ii) from the SOIL
map and (iii) the BFI map respectively.



5.2.3 FEH rainfall-runoff (observed rainfall)
The rainfall for the event was input to the FEH unit hydrograph rainfall-runoff model for the Mains
of Creuchies site. A rainfall depth of 58 mm over a 6 hour period based on a 50% summer profile
and a BFI of 0.27, taken from the BFI map, were used to represent the rainfall event. This resulted
in an estimated peak flow of 21.9 m3s-1 which is in close approximation with the peak flow
estimation from the hydraulic survey analysis.

The same observed rainfall depths and BFI were used in the Alyth FEH rainfall-runoff model. This
produced an estimated peak flow of 33 m3s-1, which is of the same order of the 0.5% AEP (200
year) event, based on FEH statistical methods, but less than the peak flow estimated from the
hydraulic analysis undertaken at the Den of Alyth, the latter being arguably superior as it involves
a degree of empirical observation and measurement.

5.2.4 ReFH2 (design)
SEPA also undertook analysis using the updated rainfall-runoff package ReFH2 to estimate the
0.5% AEP (200 year) flow for the Alyth Burn at Alyth. The same design storm duration and BFI
map value was used, as the FEH rainfall-runoff method. SPR estimated using the BFI map was
chosen as this had been shown to produce a similar peak flow estimate to that calculated from
hydraulic analysis at the Mains of Creuchies site. This resulted in a flow estimate of 30.6 m3s-1 for
the 0.5% AEP (200 year) event at Alyth. This estimate closely matches those design flow
estimates determined from the FEH statistical and FEH rainfall-runoff methods.

5.2.5 ReFH2 (observed rainfall)
The estimated 58mm rainfall depth for the flood event was input into the ReFH2 model and
this produced an estimated peak flow of approximately 35.0 m3s-1 in Alyth which is close to the
estimate of 33 m3s-1 estimated by the FEH Rainfall-Runoff model.

Table 4 below provides a summary of the rainfall-runoff estimates (both FEH RR and ReFH2)
made at both the upstream Bridge of Creuchies site and for Alyth.

SITE FEH-RR
(0.5% AEP design)

FEH-RR
(obs rainfall)

ReFH 2
(0.5% AEP design)

ReFH 2
(obs rainfall)

Bridge of Creuchies 26.2 21.9 17.2 18.7
Alyth 37.7 33.0 30.6 35.0

Table 4: Deterministic rainfall-runoff estimates (design and observed) via two methods, for locations of hydraulic
reconstruction.

In summary, the estimated peak flow for Alyth, from deterministic ‘design’ hydrological analysis,
ranges from 31 to 38 m3s-1, which is higher than the 0.5% AEP (200 year) statistical flood
estimate, but less than the peak flow estimated from the hydraulic survey analysis undertaken at
the Den of Alyth. Similarly, the results from deterministic hydrological analysis using observed
rainfall depths (33-35 m3s-1) are again slightly lower than the peak flow estimated from the
hydraulic survey work, but not markedly lower.

5.2.6 Channel capacity in Alyth
SEPA has been provided with a hydraulic model of the Alyth Burn at Alyth which formed part of the
work undertaken in 2002 by Arup for Perth and Kinross Council. SEPA has rerun this model without
any modification. The results would suggest that the channel capacity in the area of Commercial
Street in Alyth is equivalent to a flow of approximately 15 m3s-1 which is about a 10% AEP (10 year)
flood event. This estimate is consistent with observations over the past thirty years with Alyth
flooding three times from the watercourse in 1993, 1998 and in 2015. It is also reported by some
residents that the watercourse reached close to full capacity in November 2014. The peak flow
estimates for the flood on 17 July using post-flood hydraulic analysis of flood trash lines and post-
flood rainfall-runoff reconstruction indicate that the flood significantly exceeded the



channel capacity of the Alyth Burn in Alyth. It can be concluded from this that significant flooding
of Alyth would have occurred whether or not there were woody debris and bridge blockage
elements to the flooding mechanisms in the town.

6. Discussion
The peak flow estimate of approx 40 m3s-1 for the flood event in Alyth determined from the post
flood survey in the Den of Alyth is larger than the design flow estimates determined from both
FEH statistical and rainfall-runoff approaches. However, such design flows cannot be validated
given that there is limited recorded flow data for the watercourse. The peak flow runoff is also
higher than that estimated at the Mains of Creuchies. Rainfall-runoff estimates for the Mains of
Creuchies suggest that the flood peak there might be of the order of a 0.5% AEP (200 year) flood
based on FEH rainfall-runoff design estimates.

A possible explanation for the higher peak value obtained via hydraulic reconstruction is that
there may have been temporary damming of the watercourse within the Den of Alyth (or
upstream of it), by woody debris upstream of where the survey was undertaken. Release of this
water (creating a notable flood wave) could explain why the observed trash lines are higher
(hence flood peak is larger) than design flow estimates undertaken by industry standard methods.
There are few trees in the catchment draining to the Mains of Creuchies, however there is
significant riparian woodland between this location and Alyth which provide a plentiful supply of
woody debris which was a major feature of the flood on 17 July 2015. Many fallen trees were
observed in the watercourse by SEPA staff and the Council has removed many that have been
undercut and fallen during the flood event. Evidence of these having been in the floodwater can
be recognised by the loss of bark on the trunks of these trees.

Based on the hydraulic analyses within the Alyth Burn catchment and reconstruction using
rainfall-runoff models, it is concluded that the flood may have been up to the order of a 0.5%
AEP (200 year) event. The peak flow in the Alyth area may also have been locally enhanced
(and greater than might be predicted by standard hydrological models) due to the sudden
release of water due to the formation of temporary woody debris dams upstream. It seems likely
that woody debris dams (which backed up the river) formed at the old weir and also just
downstream from it (Figure 6). The release of these debris dams, once sufficient hydro-static
pressure had built up, may also have contributed to the rapid onset of flooding within the town;
however the flashy nature of the flood is mainly due to the intensity of the rainfall event and the
catchment characteristics of the Alyth Burn. We believe that some residents made reference to
two flood waves coming down, which may possibly be explained by the individual release of
such upstream blockages.

7. Conclusion
In its 2002 report Arup estimated that the 1993 flood peak was 23.7 m3s-1. This event is
significantly smaller than the one that occurred on 17 July 2015 yet at the same time it exceeded
the channel capacity and resulted in flooding within the town. Arup reported in its flood study that
the model for the 1993 event indicated flood depths of generally between 200 mm and 400 mm in
the street between the Barrel Wynd footbridge and the main weir at the road bridge which it
believed replicated the reports of observed depths of floodwater in Market Square of up to 300
mm. The 1993 flood event was estimated to be equivalent to a 2% AEP (50 year) event and there
is no additional information available to suggest that this estimate of probability of occurrence has
changed.

The flood in Alyth on 17 July 2015 is the largest reported event in living memory and, at an
estimated 40 m3s-1, it was significantly larger and more extreme (rarer) than that of 1993 for
example. Flood reconstruction by hydraulic analysis using flood trash marks and rainfall-runoff



techniques using the available rainfall data indicate that the flood event was significant in terms of
its flow and rarity. The event was also noticeable due to the volume of woody debris, which may
have locally influenced flow patterns because of the temporary blockages of bridge and weir
structures in the town and because of temporary blockages upstream by washed out riparian
woodland. However, significant flooding in Alyth would have occurred in this occasion whether or
not woody debris was present due to the limited channel capacity through the town adjacent to
Commercial Street. Analysis of all available information and consideration of flooding processes
observed during the event, suggests that the flood was a significant and rare event possibly up to
the order of a 0.5% AEP (200 year) event. However, such estimates have to be treated with a
degree of caution given the uncertainty of both the methods and data available.

SEPA Flood Unit

4 September 2015
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Alyth Flood Event 

Investigation Report – Beaver Activity in the Alyth Area 

 

Background  

On the 17th of July 2015, the town of Alyth experienced a significant flooding event, causing damage 

to properties and equipment throughout the area associated with the Alyth Burn.  

Questions were raised by some local landowners and managers regarding the possibility that beaver 

activity in the area could have exacerbated the extent of this flooding event. These questions 

received media attention. The questions related to whether bursting beaver dams could have 

contributed to the recorded surges in flow rates, and whether beaver felled timber could have made 

a significant contribution to the material that caused temporary blockages to the Burn within and 

upstream of the town.  

In order to address these questions, the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland was contracted by SNH 

to undertake fieldwork on 24 July to determine the extent of beaver activity in the catchment area 

and assess its potential contribution to the severity of the flooding event.  

Aims 

- Determine the status of know beaver dams in the area, before and after the flooding event. 

- Determine the extent of any beaver activity above or below Alyth. 

- Determine the presence of any damming activity outside of known areas, and if there was any 

evidence of washed out beaver dams. 

- Determine the degree of beaver forage material in any flood debris available for observations.  

Findings 

Beaver dam stability at Bamff Estate – All the watercourses within Bamff estate draining into the 

Alyth Burn were inspected. Three large dams and 12 small beaver built dams were counted in total. 

All of these dams were structurally intact which no evidence of significant material being washed 

out. The tops of some of the smaller dams had fresh mud placed on them. The most likely 

explanation of this is that a large amount of water had passed over them and a beaver had recently 

plugged any resulting leaks. The structural woody material making up these dams had remained in 

place, as evidenced by the height of the dams and the paucity of woody debris in the stretches of 

burn between them. Some woody material may have been moved in the lower series of small dams, 

but the material found could equally have been derived from washed up flood debris. There was no 
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evidence of any dams having collapsed or been washed out and a slow release of water was still 

occurring.  

 

 

Photo1: Top beaver pond on Bamff Estate draining into the Alyth Burn. The dam is in place and still 

holding back water. 

 

Photo 2: Mature beaver dam still supporting a pond behind it.  
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Photo 3: Mature beaver pond and dam, both still structurally intact.  

 

Photo 4: Fresh mud on smaller dam. This mud and the lack of newly felled woody material in the 

dam indicate that beaver repairs consisted of plugging gaps with sediment as supposed to major 

structural repair. The plastic pipe is a flow control device which was not moved during the event. 
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Photo 5: Series of smaller dams below larger dams and ponds. The woody material has been in place 

for a long period indicating that the structure of the dams has remained intact. The lack of woody 

debris within the series of ponds also indicates that there was no wash out of the dams during the 

flood event.  
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Photo 6: The only evidence of a partial beaver dam collapse. This burn drains away from Alyth, 

meeting the main Burn below the town and cannot, therefore, be associated with its flooding. 

Quantities of material and volumes of water released would have been small in proportion to those 

during the flood 

Beaver activity outside of Bamff Estate – no evidence of beaver activity, particularly dam building 

activity was recorded above or below Bamff Estate. It should be noted that the entire water course 

was not walked but the shoreline was searched at various points either visible or accessible from the 

road. The Den of Alyth was searched for signs of activity. Local ecologists were also consulted and no 

recent signs of beaver activity in the Den had been recorded in the last 3 years, with nothing above 

Bamff.  

There was historical evidence of beaver felling in the Den of Alyth. This had been low scale and is 

suspected of being attributable to a dispersing single animal, with no residential beavers observed. It 

was noted that this activity had occurred a number of years previously.  

There was no evidence of any damming or washed out dams.  

Beaver felled material in flood debris – during the course of the site investigations, it became 

evident that much of the flooding debris had been removed, although any seen was checked for 

presence of beaver material. Debris above Bamff Estate was also checked to determine presence of 

any beaver activity above known areas. No beaver felled material was noted above Bamff estate or 

in the Den of Alyth.  

It was observed that much of the woody debris had been de-barked and also had broken ends.  

From a distance some of these signs may appear similar to those caused by beaver activity, 

potentially increasing the presumed amount of beaver debris reported by some in the press. Timber 

that has been felled and de-barked by beavers is characterised by the presence of beaver tooth 

marks. Closer examination of the flood debris available for inspection found no sign of beaver tooth 

marks. Accordingly it is concluded that the bark removal had not resulted from beaver activity. It had 

presumably been caused by abrasion against rocks or trees while being washed along in the flow. No 

evidence of beaver gnawed woody material was observed, though this is not to conclude that none 

was present.  

Above and below Bamff large tree trunks and fallen trees were evident in the water course.  
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Photo 7 & 8: No evidence of beaver felled woody material in flood debris survived. Although from a 

distance some wood, as above, could appear to have been gnawed by beavers. Closer inspection 

showed an absence of beaver tooth marks or other signs that are characteristic of beaver activity. 

  

Photo 9 & 10: Den of Alyth, partial collapse of shore bank and large fallen trees present.  

 

Flooding above Bamff Estate – on the day of the survey (24 July) a report was received that a farm 

above the Estate, Tullymurdoch, had experienced flooding and a track opposite leading to Craighead 

of Bamff had been significantly washed out.  

A previously washed out bridge connecting farmland had been fully repaired. These flood impacts 

could not be associated with any beaver activity as none was found in the vicinity. 
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Photo 11: Repaired bridge.  

Evidence of upstream flooding, debris and scouring of bank was also observed outwith any known 

area of beaver activity. See photo 12 below. 

 

Photo 12 

Conclusions 

As part of the joint agency investigations, SNH asked the Royal Zoological Society for Scotland to 
survey the extent of beaver activity in the area above Alyth and identify if beaver activity could have 
been a contributory factor to the scale of the flooding on 17 July. The investigations found that: 
 
(i) All of the Bamff Estate’s beaver dams within the catchment of the Alyth Burn above the town 
(three large and twelve small) were structurally intact. There was no evidence that any of the dams 
had collapsed or been washed out and the slow release of water was still occurring. It is concluded 
that the failure of beaver dams did not occur. There was, therefore, no sudden release of the ponds 
behind the dams which could have contributed to the reported pulses of enhanced flood flow. 
Neither did their failure contribute to the quantity of timber carried by the flood waters. 
 
(ii) No signs of beaver activity within the last three years, (including felled timber), were recorded in 
the Den of Alyth, or above Bamff Estate.  There was, therefore no, or very little scope for beaver 
related material in the flood waters to have originated from outside the Bamff Estate. 
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(iii) Although most of the flood debris had been removed from Alyth and therefore couldn’t be 
checked, none of the remaining woody debris was found with evidence of beaver gnawing – such as 
beaver tooth marks or the pointed ends of beaver felled trees and branches. The evidence suggests 
that timber and branches felled by beavers was at most a very small proportion of the timber 
mobilised by the flood waters. 
 

It is concluded that beaver activity made no significant contribution to the scale of the flooding of 

Alyth. 

 


